Good reason to lose weight naturally and stop being lazy: Lipo X pills ca...
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All those commercials running at 3am claiming everything ludicrous, should be avoided! All
so-called 'natural herbal' pills are really placebos and are generally manufactured by non qualified
individuals who just mix unknown powders and have no idea what they will do.
They all make the 'snake oil' claim that their pill will cure everything wrong in your body, and
they will always have fake testimonials on websites, TV commercials and even calling into a radio
show, stating that they have tried many doctors and doctor recommended pills for the past 200
years and nothing worked but "once I tried fix-my-life, I was healed" Call NOW or you will DIE!!
That last sales pressure statement is confirmation that it is bullshit. Just change the channel.
This woman, as reported, 26 year old Army Reservist Sainah Theodore alleges that she suffered
insomnia after taking Natural Lipo X, causing her to argue with strangers, stop her car in the
middle of an intersection and stab pillows. That could just be her hidden character but who
knows.
Her attorney stands by her claim and they are now suing. In a lawsuit filed Monday in Brooklyn
Supreme Court asking for unspecified damages, the Cambria Heights woman placed the blame
with Natural Health Food Center in East New York.
Lab tests of the capsules she took confirmed they contained high levels of caffeine, a laxative
called Phenolphthalein that's restricted from over-the-counter meds and Sibutramine, a
weight-loss stimulant that was banned by the FDA in 2010 due to a long list of side effects that
includes sleeplessness, the suit stated.
None of these substances appeared on the Lipo X label, which boasted.
“It's a black market product, it's an illegal product,” said Marc Ullman, another lawyer for
Theodore who specializes in food and drug litigation.
Just eat right, meaning no excess sugar and fat, and exercise aggressively every damn day for just
10 minutes. You will maintain a lean body.
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